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Part 1 Overview and description of your project and its results 

 

 

EC PROGRAMME : FP5 Quality of Life and Management of living resources 

PROJECT TITLE & ACRONYM:  SAFE : Silvoarable Agroforestry For Europe 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 

PROJECT WEB SITE (if any) : http://www.montpellier.inra.fr/safe/ 

PARTNERS NAMES : 1. INRA – Coordinator (France) 

2. Wageningen University (The Netherlands) 

3. NERC (UK) 

4. Cranfield University (UK)  

5. University of Leeds (UK) 

6. CNR (Italy) 

7. UEX University of Plasencia Extremadura (Spain) 

8. FAL (Switzerland) 

9. APCA  Assemblée Permanente des Chambres 
d’Agriculture (France) 

10. AUTH -University of Thessaloniki- (Greece) 

 
Executive summary 

1. Original research objectives  
The aim of the SAFE project was to assess if a modern silvoarable technology can be part of the future of European 
agriculture. Silvoarable technology is a traditional land use in Europe where trees and crops are grown together in the same 
fields, but most traditional systems were destroyed during the 20th century by removing the trees. Some destruction of 
European traditional agroforestry systems was the unwanted consequence of European policies, mainly as a consequence of 
the negative impact of tree areas on crop subsidy payments to the farmers. 

The SAFE project had three objectives :  

1. To reduce the uncertainties concerning the productivity of silvoarable systemsTo extrapolate plot-scale results to 
individual farms and European regionsTo suggest unified European policy guidelines for implementing 
agroforestryThe project only covered silvoarable systems (trees and crops) as these systems have not been 

comprehensively researched in the past (most previous efforts focused on silvopastoral systems and farm woodland 
planting), and as arable systems may benefit greatly from the introduction of trees (through increases in biodiversity, 
control of soil erosion, carbon sequestration, diversification of incomes and creation of traditional or new landscapes). 

Data from both traditional silvoarable systems and recent silvoarable experiments were to be collated in a modelling 
framework that was to be used to predict the outcomes of silvoarable management scenarios at the plot scale. A mechanistic 
model of tree-crop interactions in silvoarable plots was to be elaborated for predicting the future yields from silvoarable 
plots at a variety of European sites. This biophysical model was to be integrated in a bio-economic model, allowing 
economic studies both at the plot and the farm scale. Both European and national agricultural and forestry policies were to 
be scrutinised to identify possible conflicts between subsidy payments for either traditional agriculture or forestry and how 
the presence of silvoarable agroforestry on farms would affect these payments. A landmark achievement was expected to be 
the delivery of a European Agroforestry Policy document and the organisation of users conferences in eight European 
countries at the end of the project. 

b) Expected deliverables : 
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The SAFE project had 31 deliverables. 6 are detailed below : 

D2.1 Database of current silvoarable systems in Europe is a unique synthesis of extant silvoarable systems in Europe, 
including modern systems developed by research and extension institutes across Europe. 

D6.2 An integrated biophysical silvoarable model was expected to help predicting tree and crop yields in mixed systems. 

D2.3 Farmers' view on silvoarable issue report is a key deliverable: the opinion of European farmers on silvoarable 
technology was assessed in seven European countries. 

D7.2 Plot economics of European silvoarable systems report will allow us to evaluate if silvoarable technology can be 
profitable in Europe 

D2.2 Identification of European target farming systems was a key task to estimate where silvoarable technology could be 
adopted in Europe in the future. 

D9.3 'Agroforestry Policy Options' document is the final key deliverable suggesting European policy improvements for 
improving the uptake of agroforestry technology by European farmers. 

c) Project’s actual outcome 
The 9 most prominent outcomes of the SAFE project are the following : 

1. The SAFE project identified extant traditional and novel silvoarable systems across Europe, and produced a 
database of these systems.  Many traditional European agroforestry systems disappeared during the 20th century. 
Intensification, mechanisation and land consolidation were the most important incentives for tree removal from 
cultivated areas. Isolated trees, tree hedges, and low-density tree stands (such as traditional high-stemmed 
orchards) were largely destroyed. Those systems that still remain are now catalogued. 

2. The SAFE project demonstrated that the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) has induced widespread 
destruction of rural trees in Europe during the last 30 years. Trees are not considered as part of the cropping 
systems, and CAP payments for crops or pastures are usually reduced on parcels with scattered trees. This negative 
impact was not an objective of the CAP, but was the consequence of regulations that do not take into account the 
positive impact of rural trees. Reports of large scale tree-removal are already emerging from new member states, in 
preparation for the introduction of CAP regulations . The destruction of many traditional agroforestry systems in 
Europe had unfortunate consequences: loss of know-how by farmers, simplification and standardization of 
landscapes, increased environmental problems such as soil erosion or water degradation, loss of a significant 
carbon stock, reduction of biodiversity, and the loss of a source of alternative income for the farmers. 

3. The SAFE project monitored experimental silvoarable plots in France, England, Spain and Italy, and 
established pioneer plots in The Netherlands, Germany and Greece. In the experimental plots, the productivity of 
tree-crops systems was documented. The SAFE project demonstrated that modern agroforestry systems can be 
compatible with present-day agricultural techniques. Specific tree management schemes are necessary (such as tree 
alignment and stem formative pruning). In modern agroforestry systems, low tree densities (30-100 trees/ha) allow 
crop production to be maintained until tree harvest. The SAFE project demonstrated that the average productivity 
of silvoarable systems is higher than the productivity of separated trees and crops. Evidence for productivity 
increases up to 30% in biomass, and 50% in final products was obtained. The effect of ploughing and cultivation 
between tree rows is generally to stimulate deeper growth of tree roots, providing year-round access to sources of 
water and nutrient which may not be available to trees with normal superficial rooting. 

4. The SAFE project produced two biophysical models to simulate the dynamics of tree-crop systems in various 
soil and climatic conditions. These models allow for predicting competition for light, water and nitrogen between 
trees and crops. They allow the operators to predict for how many years the crops will be profitable, and how fast 
the trees will grow. Finally, model outcomes illustrate favourable environmental impacts of tree-crop systems, 
such as a reduction in nitrogen leaching or an increase in carbon sequestration. Management practices for 
silvoarable systems can thus be evaluated through ‘virtual experiments’ on computers using these models. A key 
result of the SAFE project is that tree-crop systems are able to capture more resources from the 
environment than pure crop or pure tree systems. competition induces adaptation, and temporal and spatial 
differences in resource use create complementarity. Using the SAFE models, optimum management schemes can 
be derived for tree stand densities, tree spacing, tree row orientation, tree species choice, intercrop rotation choice, 
and specific tree and crop management techniques, such as tree root pruning. 

5. The economic calculations produced by the SAFE project, using plot- and farm-scale bio-economic models, show 
that agroforestry plots can be as profitable as agricultural plots in no-grant scenarios when they include high 
value timber trees such as walnut or Sorbus. Annual crops maintain the annual income for the farmer, while 
pruned low density tree stands provide capital for the future. Most European farmers could develop an agroforestry 
activity on part of their crop land, without a significant reduction in annual crop income. A farm that turned about 
20% of its cropped land into agroforestry could increase significantly in value. With high-value timber, the timber 
income might double the farm profit in the long term (60 years).  
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6. However the SAFE project provided evidence that current policies totally prevent European farmers from 
adopting silvoarable agroforestry: in most cases, farmers will lose the crop payments and are not eligible for any 
subsidy to plant the trees. This is why at the moment agroforestry is artificially unattractive for European farmers 
(with the exception of France, where the regulations have recently been adapted). Adoption of agroforestry 
requires that tax rules and cadastral land-status is implemented fairly for agroforestry plots. These issues should be 
addressed by national regulations in each European country. 

7. A survey of more than 260 European farmers in seven European countries has shown that European farmers are 
surprisingly perceptive with respect to agroforestry issues. More than 40% would be willing to adopt 
agroforestry techniques on their farm. In France, 12% of the surveyed farmers were already engaged in 
agroforestry activities, 2 years only after having been interviewed. They devoted about 15% of the cropped land of 
the farm to this activity. 

8. On a European scale, 90 million hectares are potentially suitable for silvoarable agroforestry and 65 million 
hectares would benefit from silvoarable plantations, which would help mitigate key environmental problems such 
as soil erosion or nitrate leaching. If 20% of the farmers in these areas were to adopt agroforestry on 20% of their 
farm, this would result in 2.6 million hectares of silvoarable agroforestry in Europe. A conservative yield estimate 
of 1 m3 of high-quality timber per hectare per year from silvoarable agroforestry on this area of land suggests that 
in the long term, an annual production of about 2.6 million cubic meters of high-quality timber could be possible in 
Europe.  This is approximately 25% of the mean annual import of all tropical timber (logs, sawnwood, plywood, 
and veneer) into the EU between 1990 and 1999, and 100% of the mean annual import of tropical timber logs into 
the EU over the same period. 

9. Current CAP regulations give an inconsistent message regarding the value of trees trees on cultivated land. On the 
one hand, CAP first pillar payments (Single Payment Scheme) provide incentives to farmers to remove trees below 
the threshold necessary to ensure payment eligibility.. On the other hand, CAP second pillar arrangements (Rural 
Development Regulation) encourage farmers to protect or introduce trees. The SAFE project has produced 
guidelines for policy options in Europe that would permit European farmers to take advantage of 
agroforestry.  

d) Broad dissemination and use intentions for the expected outputs  
The outputs of the SAFE project will be used as follows : 

1. The policy guidelines will be disseminated both at the European level and at the national levels, and suggestions 
made for implementation at national leveels. Some Key European (e.g. Rural Development Regulation 2007-2013 
Article 41) and national (French Regulations such as the Loi d’Orientation Agricole) policies have already taken 
SAFE project recommendations into account, but more effort is required by advocates of agroforestry to ensure 
that future national agricultural forestry and rural development policies implement the options for agroforestry now 
offered by the headline EU regulations. These policy guidelines have already been made available in the SAFE 
project final report, and they were presented at the final project symposium in Brussels on March 30th 2005.  This 
symposium was attended by some MEPs, staff of DG agriculture and Research of the European commission, and 
representatives of farmers’ organizations across Europe. 

2. The models produced by the SAFE consortium need further improvements and validation. The detailed 
biophysical model of tree-crop interaction will be improved by INRA, and its features expanded to allow its use in 
wider situations such as tropical agroforestry or temperate orchards and vineyards. A simplified version may be 
produced for extension officers dealing with agroforestry at a later stage, if financial support is obtained to contract 
a computer scientist for this task.. The Yield-SAFE, Plot-SAFE and Farm-SAFE models proved to be useful 
research tools within this project for determining the long-term effects of trees and crops in terms of production, 
economic and the environment.  However further refinement is proposed to make it more user-friendly for other 
users.   

3. A European society for agroforestry is a further development that may be considered by some participants. 
National agroforestry societies, such as the Farm Woodland Forum in the UK, lobby their national 
parliamentarians, but there is a need to have an organization to inform MEPs about silvoarable agroforestry issues 
in the future, and to give a pan-European perspective. 

4. The SAFE project web-site will be maintained after the SAFE project and transformed into an agroforestry 
dedicated site for the general public and for stakeholders 

5. A plan for establishing 1 million hectares of silvoarable agroforestry across Europe could now be prepared by the 
European Commission, with the help of SAFE contractors such as INRA and APCA. Such a plan would have key 
impacts on the following aspects: quality of life (through improved landscapes), protection of the environment 
(protection of soils and water), reduction of the use of tropical timbers, increase of Carbon sequestration and 
employment in rural areas. 

6. More research on biodiversity and carbon sequestration aspects of silvoarable agroforestry is needed, and 
international collaborative proposals will be prepared by some members of the SAFE consortium. 
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7. A special issue of the journal “Ecological engineering” will include 5 papers describing the main achievements of the SAFE 
project. A book on the SAFE project is currently being considered by the coordination team, and publishers have already 
expressed an interest in producing this. 

8. With increasing demand of water resources in Europe, more research is needed on the relative effects of arable cropping, 
silvoarable agroforestry and forestry on groundwater recharge.  The models developed provide a systematic approach for 
investigating this issue and future concept notes for research funding should be prepared.  

9. Farmers organisations in several European countries have expressed their interest in using the SAFE project outputs to establish 
national or regional agroforestry schemes. The SAFE project resulted in a political pressure on the national ministries for 
agriculture and forestry to recognize the role of agroforestry systems in rural areas.  Some pioneer projects have already been 
established (mainly in France, but more projects are now considered in Germany, Spain, Greece). Some SAFE scientists will be 
involved in training courses on agroforestry during the coming years. 
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1.2 Overview of all your main project results 
 

No. Self-descriptive title of the result Category * 

 

Partner(s) owning the result(s) (referring in particular to specific 
patents, copyrights, etc.) & involved in their further use 

1 Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past in Europe, and description 
of the reasons for their destruction in the last decades 

A INRA, APCA, University of Leeds, Cranfield University, FAL, 
Wageningen University, CNR, University of Thessaloniki, 
U i it f E t d2 Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (high Land Equivalent 

Ratios (LERs)) and understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop 
B INRA, Cranfield University, University of Leeds, University of 

Extremadura 

3 Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt 
both  research and adoption 

A FAL, Cranfield University, INRA, University of Extremadura 

4 Hi-sAFe : a 3D process based model for exploring tree-crop interactions B INRA 

5 Yield-sAFe : a model for predicting the productivity of tree-crop mixtures in the long 
term 

B Wageningen University; Cranfield University, INRA 

6 New methodology and models (Plot-sAFe and Farm-sAFe) for evaluating the 
economics of silvoarable systems 

A Cranfield University, APCA 

7 Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the 
European and at the national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 

A NERC, INRA 

8 Identification of target regions in Europe for the development of silvoarable 
agroforestry 

B FAL 

9 Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries where the concept 
was not available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 

A FINIS, GPG, University of Extremadura, University of Thessaloniki 

10 Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry A APCA, INRA, Cranfield University, University of Leeds, CNR, 
University of Thessaloniki, University of Extramadura, Wageningen 
university 

 

* A: results usable outside the consortium / B: results usable within the consortium / C: non usable results 
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1.3 Quantified Data on the dissemination and use of the project results 

Items about the dissemination and use of the project results (consolidated numbers) Currently achieved  
quantity 

Estimated future* quantity  

# of product innovations (commercial) ................. ................. 

# of process innovations (commercial) ................. ................. 

# of new services (commercial) ................. ................. 

# of new services (public) ................. ................. 

# of new methods (academic) .................2 ................. 

# of scientific breakthrough .................2 .................1 

# of technical standards to which this project has contributed ................. ................. 

# of EU regulations/directives to which this project has contributed .................1  .................4 

# of international regulations to which this project has contributed ................. .................2 

# of PhDs generated by the project .................6 .................1 

# of grantees/trainees including transnational exchange of personnel .................11 ................. 

# = number of ... / * “Future” means expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project 



 

1.4 Description of each single result (one form per result) 
 

No. & TITLE OF RESULT (as in section 1.2) 

1 Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past in Europe, and description of 
the reasons for their destruction in the last decades 

 

SUMMARY (200 words maximum) 

Mixtures of trees and crops are increasingly rare in temperate Europe, although they are a dominant land-use in many 
tropical areas. The project found evidence of a dramatic decline in many traditional European agroforestry systems during 
the 20th century. The major reasons for tree removal from cultivated areas include intensification, mechanisation, land 
consolidation, and tree diseases. This includes the removal of many isolated trees, trees in hedges, and low-density tree 
stands (such as traditional high-stem low density orchards) . 

The Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) has been another reason for the removal of trees from agricultural systems in 
Europe during the last 30 years. Trees were not considered part of the cropping systems, and CAP payments for crops or 
pastures are often reduced for parcels with scattered trees (including boundary trees). This negative impact was not an 
objective of the CAP, but was the consequence of regulations that do not take into account the positive impact of rural 
trees. In the new member states, CAP regulations may induce the destruction of millions of trees in the coming decade. 

This conclusion suggests that the importance of rural trees should be emphasised in European and national regulations.  
We suggest that rural scattered trees (isolated trees, hedges, very low density tree stands with densities below 100 stems 
per hectare) should be considered as integral part of the agricultural system. This approach could be useful for designing 
both European and National regulations about trees outside forests and woodlands. 

 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 119 225 178 10 
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings √ 
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Data-base of European silvoarable 
systems 

Available on the SAFE internet site, private section 

English language 

Access 2000 database 

CO 

Publication Eichhorn M.P., Paris P., Herzog F., Incoll L.D., 
Liagre F., Mantzanas K., Mayus M., Moreno Marcos 
C., Dupraz C., Pilbeam DJ., 2005. Silvoarable 
agriculture in Europe – past, present and future. 
Agroforestry Systems, in press 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)   

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

3 25 

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

1 5 

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 500 10000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only) 1 1 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

8 10 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc. 2 5 

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

2 Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (high Land Equivalent 
Ratios) and understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop interactions. 

 

SUMMARY 

Mixing trees and crops was often considered as inefficient by European stakeholders before the SAFE project. However, 
experimental and modelling results indicate that tree-crop mixtures may be very efficient in resource capture and 
productivity. In modern agroforestry schemes, low densities of mature trees (30-100 trees/ha) allow crop production to be 
maintained until tree harvest. The SAFE project has demonstrated that the average productivity of silvoarable systems is 
higher than the combined productivity of separate tree and crop systems in many cases. The Land Equivalent Ratio is a 
measure of this efficiency: it is defined as the area of land that a combination of pure trees and pure crops plots require to 
produce the same outputs as 1 ha of agroforestry. Productivity increases are usually within the 10-20% range (LER = 1.1 
to 1.2), but in some cases increases up to 30% in biomass were documented. When the Land Equivalent Ratio is 
calculated on the final products (grain and timber), evidence of increases up to 50% was seen in some cases. 

The explanation of such unexpected productivity of tree-crop mixtures is that tree-crop systems are able to capture more 
resources from the environment than pure crop or pure tree systems: phenology lags induce complementarity in resource 
capture, competition induces adaptation, and adaptation to competition may result in facilitation, such as in the case of 
deeper root systems of trees induced by the competition with annual crops. 

This result is of primary importance to all farmers and foresters organisations in Europe. 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 142 13 564 68 
 

CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

 
Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research) √ 
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available √ 
Other (please specify.):   
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DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication Dupraz C. et al. The Land Equivalent Ratio of a 
temperate agroforestry system. In preparation 

PU 

Publications Check the comprehensive list of SAFE publications 
in the SAFE final synthesis report. Some examples 
are indicated below 

PU 

Publication Mulia R., Dupraz C., (2005). Unusual 3D fine root 
distributions of two deciduous tree species observed 
in Southern France: what consequences for root 
dynamics modelling? Plant and Soil, submitted 

PU 

Publication Moreno G., Obrador J.J., García E., Cubera E., 
Montero M.J., Pulido F. and C. Dupraz. 2005 
*Competitive vs Facilitative interactions determined 
by land use in oak Dehesas. Agroforestry Systems, 
submitted 

PU 

Publication Paris P., Pisanelli A., Todaro L., Olimpieri G. 
Cannata F. 2004. Growth and water relations of 
walnut trees (Juglans regia L.) on a mesic site in 
central Italy Agroforestry system (in press). 

PU 

Publication Chifflot, V., Bertoni, G., Cabanettes, A. & Gavaland, 
A. (2004) Beneficial effects of intercropping on the 
growth and nitrogen status of wild cherry and hybrid 
walnut trees.  Agroforestry Systems (in press). 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)   

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

10 1000 

of which : number of SMEs : 1 100 

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

 10 

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 100 1000000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only)  5 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

10 30 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc.  2 

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

3 Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both 
research and adoption 

 

SUMMARY 

Provide an overview of the result which gives the reader an immediate impression of the nature of the result, its 
relevance and its potential; Briefly describe the current status/applications of the result (if appropriate) with non 
confidential information on entities potentially involved. 

The monitoring of experimental plots, and the modelling of tree-crop interactions both indicated that silvoarable 
agroforestry has potential benefits that should be explored by future research actions : enhancement and diversification of 
landscapes, mitigation of environmental problems such as soil erosion and water pollution, sequestration of significant 
additional carbon as compared to agriculture, stimulation of biodiversity, creation of habitats for natural enemies of crop 
pests. The project also led to the development of models which can allow long-term assessment of some of these effects.  
One of the issues that it is particularly pertinent in Europe is the relative effect of arable crops, agroforestry and forestry 
on ground-water recharge. However, the main object of the SAFE project was dealing with the productivity of silvoarable 
systems. Therefore, further research is required to get firm conclusions on these aspects. Research institutes in agronomy 
and forestry are mainly concerned, but stakeholders of rural development often ask for such items of information. 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 68 94 64 176
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.): new research subjects identified √ 

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication Palma, J., Graves, A., Bregt, A., Bunce, R., Burgess 
P., Garcia, M., Herzog, F., Mohren, G., Moreno, G. 
and Reisner, Y. (2004).  Integrating soil erosion and 
profitability in the assessment of silvoarable 
agroforestry at the landscape scale.  In Proceedings 
of the Sixth of the International Farming Systems 
Association (IFSA) European Symposium on 
Farming and Rural Systems at Vila Real 4-7 April 
2004. 817-827. The Proceedings are available at: 
http://home.utad.pt/~des/ifsa/index.htm

PU 

Publication Palma, J.; Bunce, R.; De Filippi, R.; Herzog, F.; Van 
Keulen, H.; Mayus M., Reisner, Y. (2005): Assessing 
the environmental effects of agroforestry at the 
landscape scale. Ecological Engineering. In prep. 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 
Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)   

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

5 100 

of which : number of SMEs : 1 10 

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 500 1000000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only)  2 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

 7 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc. 1 5 

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

4 Hi-sAFe : a 3D process based model for exploring tree-crop interactions 

 

SUMMARY 

Before the SAFE project, no model was available for simulating tree-crop interactions in temperate agroforestry systems. 
The SAFE consortium finally decided to produce two such models. 

Hi-sAFe is a detailed process-based model of tree-crop interactions that includes competition for light, water and nitrogen 
in a 3D scene. Hi-sAFe can run at the day time step for one or two years. Using the Hi-sAFe model, optimum 
management schemes can be derived for tree stand densities, tree spacing, tree row orientation, tree species choice, 
intercrop rotation choice, and specific tree and crop management techniques, such as tree root pruning. However, Hi-sAFe 
is still in the construction and testing phase, and deserves more work before it can be released into the public domain. 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 400 142 16 242
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Please tick one category only  ✔  

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code √ 
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

List main information and documentation, stating whether public or confidential.  

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Hi-sAFe model documentation Lecomte I. et al. Hi-sAFe model description, tutorial 
and user guide, In preparation 

CO 

Publication Dupraz C, Vincent G., Lecomte I., Van Noordwijk 
M. (2006) Modelling 3D interactions of trees and 
crops with the Hi-SAFE model. In preparation for 
Forest Ecology and Management 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Indicate all generated knowledge and possible pre-existing know-how (background or sideground) being exploited 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 
Please describe the possible sectors for application using the NACE classification in Annex 2. 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)  1 

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

 5 

of which : number of SMEs :  1 

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 10 100 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only)  3 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

  

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc.   

Visibility for the general public Yes / No No 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

5 Yield-sAFe : a model for predicting the productivity of tree-crop mixtures in the long 
 

SUMMARY 

Yield-sAFe is a parameter-sparse dynamic model designed for simulating tree and crop yields over the whole duration of 
a tree rotation from planting to harvest. One difference with Hi-sAFe is that Yield-sAFe considers the agroforestry system 
as a one-dimensional system. Hence, the effect of competition for light and water on tree and crop production is simulated 
as an average of the silvoarable plot with a given tree and crop density. The model is: (i) simple to allow fast simulation 
(including uncertainty characterisation), (ii) conceptual to preserve insight and (iii) “control-oriented” to evaluate 
management strategies.  The model can be used for long-term predictions, economic analyses, and up-scaling.   It is not 
the result of a simplification of the complex Hi-sAFe model, but was developed individually. It was calibrated on three 
experimental sites, and was then used for up-scaling studies at the European scale. This is, to our knowledge, the first time 
that a daily-time-step biophysical model has been used to predict tree and crop yields for the full length of a tree rotation 
for forestry, arable and silvoarable agroforestry systems in different countries of Europe.   

The model can also be used to predict the effect of tree and crop systems on a number of environmental functions such as 
soil erosion control, groundwater recharge, nitrogen leaching and carbon sequestration   

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 400 142 178 564
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code √ 
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication van der Werf W., Keesman K., Burgess P., Graves 
A., Pilbeam D., Incoll L.D., Metselaar K., Mayus M., 
Stappers R., van Keulen H., Palma J., Dupraz C., 
2005. Yield-SAFE: a parameter-sparse process-based 
dynamic model for predicting resource capture, 
growth and production in agroforestry systems. 
Submitted to Ecological Engineering. 

PU 

Internal report Burgess, P.J., Graves, A., Metselaar, K., Stappers, R., 
Keesman, K., Palma, J., Mayus, M. & van der Werf, 
W. (2005).  Deliverable 6.4 : Parameterisation of the 
Yield-SAFE model and its use to determine yields at 
the Landscape Test Sites.  Unpublished report.  
Silsoe, Bedfordshire: Cranfield University.  53 pp. 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)   

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

    

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  5 

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 500 10000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only) 2 3 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

  

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc.   

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

6 New methodology and models (Plot-SAFE and Farm-sAFe) for evaluating the 
 

SUMMARY  

Plot-SAFE and Farm-SAFE , are two economic models produced by the SAFE project.  Plot-SAFE incorporates the 
Yield-SAFE model and allows plot-scale economic analysis.  Farm-SAFE uses the output from Yield-SAFE and allows a 
farm-scale economic analysis.  Both models incorporate many economic parameters, including the subsidy schemes for 
agriculture and trees for selected sites before and after 2005.  It allowed the SAFE consortium to evaluate the value of 
different grant schemes on the profitability and adoptability of agroforestry schemes in various European countries. 

Both Plot-SAFE and Farm-sAFe are currently available as spreadsheet models.  They are available for use in this 
format, but further refinement is needed to make them user-friendly for other researchers or end-users.  The models could 
also be translated in a procedural language with a friendly user interface for dissemination. 

Economic calculations show that agroforestry plots with high-value trees such as walnut (or potentially Sorbus) are often 
as profitable as agricultural plots in no-grant scenarios.  Annual crops maintain the annual income for the farmer, while 
managed low density tree stands provide capital for the future. 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 178 119 152 10 
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype) √ 
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general description, 
language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication Graves, A.R., Burgess, P.J., Liagre, F., Terreaux, J.P., and 
Dupraz, C. (2005b).  Development and use of a framework for 
characterising computer models of silvoarable economics.  
Agroforestry Systems (in press) 

PU 

Publication Graves, A.R., Burgess, P.J.,  Palma, J.H.N., Herzog, F.,  Moreno, 
G,.  Bertomeu, M,  Dupraz, C., Liagre, F., Koffeman, A, and van 
den Briel, J.(2005).  The development and application of bio-
economic modelling for silvoarable systems in Europe.  Paper 
submitted to Ecological Engineering 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 
Please describe the possible sectors for application using the NACE classification in Annex 2. 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)  1 

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

 100 

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people  1000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only) 1 2 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

 2 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc.   

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

7 Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the 
European and at the national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 

 

SUMMARY 

The SAFE project found that current CAP regulations are not logical with respect to trees on cultivated land. On one 
hand, CAP first pillar payments (Single Payment Scheme) provide incentives to farmers to destroy rural trees to ensure 
eligibility or maximise payments. On the other hand, CAP second pillar arrangements (Rural Development Regulation) 
encourage farmers to protect or introduce trees. The SAFE project has produced guidelines for policy options in Europe 
that would permit European farmers to take advantage of agroforestry. Four main recommendations were issued :  

• a definition of agroforestry should be included in European regulations; 

• the total area of an agroforestry parcel should be eligible for the Single Payment Scheme;  

• agroforestry systems should be backed by the Rural Development Regulation (RDR, CAP second pillar);  

• The EU Action Plan for Sustainable Forest Management should emphasise the need to maintain or increase the 
presence of scattered trees in farmed landscapes 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 119 240 549 178
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.): Policy suggestions √ 

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication  Lawson G., Dupraz C., Liagre F., Moreno G., Paris 
P., Papanastasis V., 2005: Options for Agroforestry 
Policy in the European Union (Deliverable 9.3 of the 
SAFE project) 

PU 

   

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 
Please describe the possible sectors for application using the NACE classification in Annex 2. 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project) 1  

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

1 26 

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 150 1500 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only)   

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

  

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc.   

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

8 Identification of target regions in Europe for the development of silvoarable 
 

SUMMARY 

Using a GIS approach, the SAFE project identified 90 million hectares as potentially suitable for silvoarable agroforestry 
and 65 million hectares that would benefit from silvoarable plantations to contribute to mitigation of some key 
environmental problems such as soil erosion or nitrate leaching. If 20% of the European farmers of these areas would 
adopt agroforestry on 20% of their farms, it would result in 2.6 million hectares of silvoarable agroforestry in Europe. The 
quality timber that would be made available from this activity would help reduce the need for importing high quality 
tropical timber. A conservative assessment of 1 m3 of quality timber per hectare and per year of agroforestry plots 
indicate that about 2.6 millions cubic meters of quality timber could be produced annually in the long term in Europe, 
which is about 25% of the total current imports of tropical timber (logs, sawnwood, plywood and veneers), and 100% of 
the volume of tropical timber logs imported in the EU (1990-1999 average import values). 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 549 119 178 176
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings √ 
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication Reisner, Y.; Herzog, F. and De Filippi, R. (2005): 
Target regions for silvoarable Agroforestry in 
Europe. Submitted to Ecological Engineering. 

PU 

   

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 
Please describe the possible sectors for application using the NACE classification in Annex 2. 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)   

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

3 25 

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 50 100 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only) 1 2 

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

1 3 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc. 1 1 

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

9 Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries where the 
concept was not available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 

 

SUMMARY 

Before the SAFE project, modern silvoarable schemes were totally ignored is many European countries such as Germany, 
the Netherlands, Greece or Spain. The SAFE project initiated demonstration trials in these countries that contributed to 
broaden the public awareness on agroforestry. This resulted in several papers in many journals. These trials will be used 
during the next decade as demonstration fields. They also indicated how national and European regulations were not 
adapted to adoption of agroforestry. 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 119 549 576 225
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings   
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available √ 
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Articles in national papers A full list of more than 35 papers is available on the 
SAFE web site. Some examples : 

Alleen auf dem Acker. Der Spiegel, December 2004 

El Arbol en el medio agricola, Foresta n°27, 2004 

Trees may change farm landscape. The Guardian, 
April 2004 

L’arbre aux champs. Liberation , January 2004 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 
Please describe the possible sectors for application using the NACE classification in Annex 2. 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project) 35 25 

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

  

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 500000 10000000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only)   

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

35 25 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc.   

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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No. & TITLE OF RESULT 

10 Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 

 

SUMMARY 

A survey of more than 260 European farmers in seven European countries has shown that European farmers are 
surprisingly perceptive with respect to agroforestry issues. More than 40% would be willing to adopt agroforestry 
techniques on their farm. There was variation with Europe with the greatest positive response rates in the South. In 
France, 12% of the surveyed farmers were already engaged in agroforestry activities, 2 years only after having been 
interviewed. They devoted about 15% of the cropped land of the farm to this activity. 

For many European farmers adopting agroforestry on part of their crop land is attractive because it has amarginal impact 
on their crop annual income during a large part of the tree life. A farm that would turn about 20% of its cropped land into 
agroforestry could increase significantly in value. With high-value timber, the timber income might double the farm profit 
in the long term (60 years). 

Please categorise the result using codes from Annex 1 

Subject descriptor codes 178 119 549  
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Scientific and/or Technical knowledge (Basic research)   
Guidelines, methodologies, technical drawings √ 
Software code   
Experimental development stage (laboratory prototype)   
Prototype/demonstrator available for testing   
Results of demonstration trials available   
Other (please specify.):   

 

DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON THE RESULT 

Documentation type Details (Title, ref. number, general 
description, language) 

Status: PU=Public
CO=Confidential 

Publication Fabien Liagre, Andrea Pisanelli, Gerardo Moreno, 
Maité Bellido, Martina Mayus, Michel Postma, 
Bernd Schindler, Anil Graves, Kostas Mantzanas 
Christian Dupraz, 2005. Survey of farmers' reaction 
to modern silvoarable systems. SAFE project 
deliverable 2.3, 103 p 

PU 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Type of IPR Tick a box and give the corresponding details (reference 
numbers, etc.) if appropriate. 

Knowledge (K)/ 

Pre-existing 
know-how (P) 

 Current Foreseen  

Patent applied for  …………………………..   

Patent search carried out  …………………………..   

Patent granted   …………………………..   

Registered design  …………………………..   

Trademark applications  …………………………..   

Copyrights  …………………………..   

Secret know-how  ..........................................   

other – please specify :  …………………………..   

 

MARKET APPLICATION SECTORS 
Please describe the possible sectors for application using the NACE classification in Annex 2. 

Market application sectors 01 02 73l  
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1.5 Quantified data about the result (one form per result) 
 

Items (about the results) Actual current 
quantity a 

Estimated (or 
future) quantity b 

Time to application / market  (in months from the end of the research project)   

Number of (public or private) entities potentially involved in the 
implementation of the result : 

100 1000 

of which : number of SMEs :   

of which : number of entities in third countries (outside 
EU) : 

  

Targeted user audience: # of reachable people 1000 1000000 

# of S&T publications (referenced publications only)   

# of publications addressing general public (e.g. CD-ROMs, WEB 
sites) 

10 50 

# of publications addressing decision takers / public authorities / etc. 5 5 

Visibility for the general public Yes / No Yes 

a Actual current quantity = the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve within the next 3 years. 
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I, project co-ordinator, confirm the publishable information contained in this part 1 (sections 1.1 to 1.5) of the 
Technological Implementation Plan. 

 

Signature:  Name: Dupraz Christian 

 

Date: 10/06/2005 Organisation: INRA, France 
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Part 2 Description of the intentions by each partner 
 

This part 2 must be completed by each partner who is essential for the dissemination and use (i.e. result owners 
and/or major project contributors and/or major dissemination and use contributors). Each will detail its own use 
and dissemination intentions concerning the result(s) they are involved with. This description must be made result 
by result. 

These different parts may be transmitted to the Commission either assembled at the consortium level, or individually 
by each partner to safeguard confidential matters if necessary (through any appropriate media). Obviously, when all 
partners are implementing a single dissemination and use scheme all together, a single part 2 is needed. 

 

 

PARTS 2 WILL ALWAYS BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL BY THE COMMISSION 
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2.1 : Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION : 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 

PARTNER’s NAME : INRA (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique), France 

PARTNER’s WEB SITE (if any) : http://w3.inra.fr/ 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Dupraz Christian 

Position/Title Researcher 

Organisation INRA 

Address UMR System, Bâtiment 27, 2, Place Viala, 34060 Montpellier Cedex 
1 France 

Telephone 33 (0) 4 99 61 23 39 

Fax 33 (0) 4 67 52 21 16 

E-mail Dupraz@ensam.inra.fr 
 

No, TITLE (as in section 1.2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

2 Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (high Land Equivalent Ratios) and 
understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop interactions. 

3 Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both  research and 
adoption 

4 Hi-sAFe : a 3D process based model for exploring tree-crop interactions 

7 Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European and at the 
national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
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Result n°2 : Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (high 
Land Equivalent Ratios) and understanding of the processes that induce positive 
tree-crop interactions. 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Publication of papers in refereed 
journals about the LER of 
silvoarable systems based on 
INRA experimental plots 
(Vézénobres, Restinclières, 
Castries, Notre-Dame de 
Londres) 

 

Some experiments by INRA are now mature, and the trees will be 
harvested soon. This allows us to measure experimentally the 
actual Land equivalent ratio of silvoarable systems. Such data are 
very scarce and deserve publication. Papers will focus on the 
biological mechanisms that explain the productivity of silvoarable 
systems 

Deliverables : published papers 

1-24 

Management of the key 
experiments of Restinclières and 
Vézénobres 

The Vézénobres experiment is the only silvoarable experimental 
plot in Europe where the full life cycle of an agroforestry will be 
monitored soon : the trees may be harvested in 2006. This 
experiment will provide the first complete LER of a silvoarable 
system in Europe ever measured. The plot will be managed by 
INRA until the tree harvest. The Restinclières will hopefully be 
kept monitored for the  next… 20 years and will provide full details 
of walnut-based agroforestry. 

1-36 

Dissemination of information on 
the efficiency of silvoarable 
agroforestry to stakeholders 

 

Deliverable : text book on silvoarable agroforestry for practitioners 
(in cooperation with APCA). Authors : Christian Dupraz, Fabien 
Liagre 

 

18 

Establishment of new 
experiments to explore some 
functional aspects of tree-crop 
mixtures 

 

The availability of mature agroforestry systems at Vézénobres 
(poplars) and Les Eduts (Walnut) is a unique opportunity to 
explore some aspects of the functioning of silvoarable systems. 
These experiments will allow us to validate the Hi-sAFe 
biophysical model.  

 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°3 : Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry 
that could prompt both research and adoption  
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Establishment of new 
experiments to explore some 
aspects of the environmental 
impact of silvoarable agroforestry 

Will be mainly established on monitored experiments such as the 
Vézénobres and Restinclières experiments 

12-36 

Dissemination of information on 
the environmental aspects of 
silvoarable agroforestry to 
stakeholders 

 

Including training sessions, field tours of demonstration sites, 
publication of a guidebook on silvoarable agroforestry 

24-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership √ 

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°4 : Hi-sAFe : a 3D process based model for exploring tree-crop 
interactions  
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Publication of papers in refereed 
journals about the Hi-sAFe model 

Papers are in preparation. Check the publication list in the final 
synthesis report 

6-24 

Extension of the Hi-sAFe model 
to other mixtures of trees and 
crops (tropical agroforestry, 
orchards, vineyards) 

Will be launched by various INRA and foreigner teams including 
tropical countries research institutes 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership √ 

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°7 : Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy 
improvement both at the European and at the national levels to favour the 
adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Support to the European 
Commission for improving 
European regulations  

Major researchers of the SAFE consortium in the policy field (C. 
Dupraz for INRA) are available to assist the EU by presenting 
seminars or visiting Brussels for working session upon requirement 

0-36 

Expertise for the French national 
government to improve current 
national regulations including the 
new RDR  

Delivery of a guide book on agroforestry that will include a policy 
chapter 

12 

Maintenance of the SAFE project 
web site 

The SAFE project web site will be maintained for the next 3 years 
by the INRA UMR-System team and will disseminate information 
on policy moves for agroforestry in Europe. 

1-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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2.2 : Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO) ................ ................ 
# of licenses issued (within EU) ................ ................ 
# of licenses issued (outside EU) ................ ................ 
Total value of licenses (in EURO) ................ ................ 
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…) ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs created c ...............1 ...............5. 
# of direct jobs safeguarded c ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs lost  ................ ................ 

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs calculation 

# = number of ...  

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 2 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

Signature:  Name: Christian Dupraz 

 

 

Date: 16 June 2005 
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3.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : Wageningen University 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Wopke van der Werf 

Position/Title Chair person of research group/Dr 

Organisation Wageningen University 

Address Group Crop & Weed Ecology 

P.O. Box 430, 6700 AK, Wageningen, The Netherlands 
Telephone +31 317 484765 

Fax +31 317  485572 

E-mail Wopke.vanderwerf@wur.nl 

  
 

 

 

 

No, TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

 

5 

 

Yield-sAFe: a model for predicting tree crop mixtures productivity in the long term 

 

9 

 

Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries where the concept was not 
available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 

 

7 

 

Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European 
and at the national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
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FOR EACH MAIN RESULT:  

 

RESULT # 5: YIELD-SAFE: A MODEL FOR PREDICTING TREE CROP MIXTURES 
PRODUCTIVITY IN THE LONG TERM 

 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and deliverables 
(and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Scientific publications To date, three papers on Yield-sAFe have been submitted to refereed journals. 
These are: 
 
van der Werf W., Keesman K., Burgess P., Graves A., Pilbeam D., Incoll L.D., 
Metselaar K., Mayus M., Stappers R., van Keulen H., Palma J., Dupraz C., 2005. 
Yield-SAFE: a parameter-sparse process-based dynamic model for predicting 
resource capture, growth and production in agroforestry systems. Submitted to 
Ecological Engineering. 
 
Graves A.R., Burgess P.J., Palma J.H.N., Herzog F., Moreno G., Bertomeu ., 
Dupraz C., Liagre F., Keesman K., van der Werf W., 2005. The development and 
application of bio-economic modelling for silvoarable systems in Europe. 
Submitted to Ecological Engineering. 

Keesman, K.J., W. v.d. Werf and H. v. Keulen, 2005. Mathematical Production 
Ecology: Analysis of a Silvo-arable Agro-forestry System. Submitted to Bull. 
Math. Biol. 

 
Plans for further publications are currently under discussion among the team.  
Within the next 12 months, Mrs Martina Mayus will author and submit to a 
refereed journal at least one publication on the calibration, sensitivity analysis or 
application of Yield-sAFe. 
 
The team intends to write an article for the Dutch agricultural policy-oriented 
journal SPIL. 

12 

Contributions to 
meetings 

Members of the research team will contribute to user meetings (e.g. “Boeren met 
bomen”, i.e. “Farmers with trees” April 2005 in Wageningen) and scientific 
conferences where the results can be disseminated. Both types of meetings are 
important to disseminate the results of the SAFE project and secure funding for 
follow-up research. 

6 

Further development of 
the Yield-sAFe model, 
its calibration, and land 
use explorations with it 

W. van der Werf, K. Keesman and H. van Keulen will explore the scope for 
applying for National and International competitive research grants to further 
develop the Yield-sAFe model, and apply it to real life situations, if possible in 
collaboration with farmer groups. Efforts are oriented towards (1) further 
developing the model and calibration methodology in interaction with real data 
and end-users; and (2) making the model itself available to potential end-users in 
the domain of agriculture and land use planning, e.g. at the provincial level. The 
latter objective must be pursued with colleagues at Cranfield University, who 
included the Yield-sAFe model in their plot scale model which is programmed in 
Excel, and which provides to date the most user friendly model version available. 

36 

Use of Yield-sAFe in 
SEAMLESS 

SEAMLESS is a new European project that aims to build an integrated 
assessment tool for European agricultural and environmental policies. Yield-
sAFe has been brought under the attention of the coordinator of SEAMLESS 
(Martin van Ittersum at Wageningen University). The coordinator has responded 
positively to the suggestion to investigate the applicability of the conceptual 
framework of Yield-sAFe in SEAMLESS. 

36 
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FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development •  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training •  
JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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RESULT # 7: Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the 
European and at the national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Further exploration of  SAFE 
results with respect to required 
improvements/ changes of policy 
regulations for successful 
implementation of  Agroforestry 
in Germany . 

 

  

Frank Schumann, a member of the WU SAFE team and staff of the 
user -contractor FINIS, wrote a PhD proposal based on SAFE 
Result 7. 
 
The project, called “Policy implementation for realizing 
Agroforestry in selected German countries (“Bundesländer”)”, 
started in September 04.  
 
The aim of the thesis is to develop an Agroforestry (policy) 
proposal for the implementation of the rural development plans 
2007 in several pre-selected “Bundesländer”.  
 
In the selected “Bundesländer”,  target regions for agroforestry will 
be identified based on regional requirements and agroforestry 
potentials with respect to  i) create of new employment, ii)  
improve a network of habitat corridors and iii) to address the social 
needs to stop migration.   
 
The promotor of the thesis is Prof. Detlev Ipsen, „Fachbereich 
Architektur, Stadtplanung, Landschaftsplanung“, University 
Kassel, Germany 
  

24 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development •  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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RESULT # 9: INCREASE OF MODERN AGROFORESTRY AWARENESS IN 4 EUROPEAN 
COUNTRIES WHERE THE CONCEPT WAS NOT AVAILABLE (GERMANY, THE 
NETHERLANDS, SPAIN, GREECE) 
 

Mention the use and dissemination related activities, the main associated partners, the related milestones and give an 
indicative timescale 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Contact with policy 
makers and 
stakeholders and 
contributions to 
stakeholder  meetings 

Members of the research team will maintain contacts with end users, land 
owners and farmers, which were established during the SAFE project, and 
will attend future meetings of stakeholders. For instance, in the Netherlands 
there is now a farmer interest group on “Farmers with trees” who have an 
interest in agroforestry. This group is coordinated from the research institute 
Alterra (Anne Oosterbaan). Contact with these users may provide a platform 
for developing future projects, possibly involving user participation. The 
purpose of such contact is to transfer insights gained during SAFE to users, 
and to pick up user questions to incorporate into research plans and proposals.  
 
The team intends to write an article for the Dutch agricultural policy-oriented 
journal SPIL. Such an article may further influence policy in the Netherlands. 
 
In Germany, the SAFE end-user conference (hosted by the University of 
Rostock) led to an exchange of information about the current and future 
activities about agroforestry in Germany.  As a spin-off, the WU sub-
contractor and German user partner FINIS is planning to apply for a BLE 
(Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaft und Ernährung) funding to set up a 
silvopastoral agroforestry demonstration field in North Germany. 
 
FINIS intends to write a paper on social-ecological aspects of Agroforestry 
for the journal “Ländlicher Raum”. 
 
In January 05, the WU-SAFE project researcher Martina Mayus presented the 
SAFE results during a special meeting about Agroforestry organised by 
Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen (parliament member Cornelia Behm, “Consumer 
protection, alimentation, and agriculture” (Verbraucherschutz, Ernährung und 
Landwirtschaft)). An assistant of Conelia Behm joined also the user meeting 
in Rostock. 
 
In co-operation with the Institute for Biodynamic Research (IBDF) e. V., 
Darmstadt, Germany (Georg Eysel-Zahl  and Burkhard Kayser) an article 
about Agroforestry and SAFE was written and published  in “ Lebendige 
Erde”; a  journal for  Biodynamic agriculture, alimentation and culture.  

36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development •  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   
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   Other (please specify)    
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3.2: Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO) None ??? 

# of licenses issued (within EU) None None 

# of licenses issued (outside EU) None None 

Total value of licenses (in EURO) None None 

# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…) None None 

# of direct jobs created c None 1
# of direct jobs safeguarded c None None 

# of direct jobs lost  None None 
a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you 
foresee to achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs 
calculation 

# = number of ...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 3 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

Signature:  Name:  Wopke van der Werf 

Date: 1 June 2005 
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3.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : Natural Environment Research Council 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Gerry Lawson 

Position/Title Mr 

Organisation Natural Environment Research Council 

Address Polaris House, Swindon, Wilthsire, SN2 7QB 

Telephone 01793 704063 

Fax  

E-mail gela@nerc.ac.uk 
 

 

 

 

No, TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

1 Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of Europe, and description of the reasons for 
their destruction in the last decades 

 

3 

Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both research and 
adoption 

 

7 

Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European and at the 
national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
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Result 1:  Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of 
Europe, and description of the reasons for their destruction in the last decades. 
 
TIMETABLE OF THE USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER 
THE END OF THE PROJECT 

 

Mention the use and dissemination related activities, the main associated partners, the related milestones and give an 
indicative timescale 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Presentation at UK Farm Woodland Forum 
Workshop 

Presentation at end June 05.  Deliverable publication on FWF website. 6 

Popular paper on UK loss of farm trees Publication in proceedings of farm woodland forum of data on the loss of trees and 
hedgerows from the UK over the recent past.  Deliverable: paper  in popular forestry 
journal (e.g. Scottish Forestry) 

12 

Science into policy Use of data to encourage change in UK legislation 36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training x 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy x 

   Other (please specify)    
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Result No 3:  Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry 
that could prompt both research and adoption    
 

TIMETABLE OF THE USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER THE 
END OF THE PROJECT 

 

Mention the use and dissemination related activities, the main associated partners, the related milestones and give an 
indicative timescale 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Synthesis publication  Publication in popular forestry journal of evidence for  
environmental benefits of agroforestry 

12 

Inclusion of agroforestry as 
classifier in collation of national 
biodiversity programmes 

BiodivERsA ERA-Net started on 1 May 2005.  This will collate 
national biodiversity programmes and projects, classify them, look 
for best practice and initiate joint calls. Agroforestry is an 
important area for inclusion 

24 

Maintaining the role of 
Agroforestry Research in the 
programme of UK Forestry 
Research organisations 

Lobbying activity through the UK Farm Woodlnd Forum and the 
UK Forestry Research Coordination Committee  

1-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development  x FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training  x 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy  x 

   Other (please specify)    
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Result No 7:  Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy 
improvement both at the European and at the national levels to favour the 
adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
 

TIMETABLE OF THE USE AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE NEXT 3 YEARS AFTER THE END OF THE 
PROJECT 

 

Mention the use and dissemination related activities, the main associated partners, the related milestones and give an 
indicative timescale 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Presentation at UK Farm 
Woodland Forum Workshop 

Presentation at end June 05.  Deliverable publication on FWF 
website. 

6 

Refereed paper on 
implementation of European 
policy relating to trees on farms. 
UK loss of farm trees 

Publication in refereed journal of data on implementation of 
European grants for trees on farms and reasons for differences 
between countries 

12 

Popular paper on incentives for 
trees on farms 

As above but in popular format 14 

Interaction with EU and national 
bodies responsible for 
implementation and monitoring of 
Single Farm Payment and FP and 
Rural Development Regulation 

Interaction with DG Environment, DG Agricultural and the MARS 
Unit at Ispra – mainly through the UK Farm Woodland Forum  and 
possible formation of the European Agroforestry Forum 

3-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development  x FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training  x 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy  x 
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3.2: Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO)  
# of licenses issued (within EU)  
# of licenses issued (outside EU)  
Total value of licenses (in EURO)  
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…)  
# of direct jobs created c  
# of direct jobs safeguarded c  
# of direct jobs lost   

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you 
foresee to achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs 
calculation 

# = number of ...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 3 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

.:  Name:   

Date: 1st June 2005 
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2.1 : Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION : 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 

PARTNER’s NAME : UNIVLEEDS (University of Leeds) 

PARTNER’s WEB SITE (if any) : http://www.leeds.ac.uk/ 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Dr David J Pilbeam 

Position/Title Senior Lecturer 

Organisation School of Biology, University of Leeds 

Address Woodhouse Lane 

Leeds LS2 9JT, UK 
Telephone +44 (0) 113 343 2895 

Fax +44 (0) 113 343 2835 

E-mail d.j.pilbeam@leeds.ac.uk 
 

 

 

No, TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

1 Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past in Europe, and description of the reasons for 
their destruction in the last decades 

2 Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (high Land Equivalent Ratios) and 
understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop interactions 

3 Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both research and 
adoption 

5 Yield-sAFe : a model for predicting tree-crop mixtures productivity in the long term 
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Result No. 1: Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past  
Europe, and description of the reasons for their destruction in the last decades 
 
Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 
Timescale 
(months) 

 

Dissemination of information 
 

 

Review of subject area and collection of data. Paper accepted for 
publication in refereed journal, subject to revision.  Eichhorn M.P., 
Paris P., Herzog F., Incoll L.D., Liagre F., Mantzanas K., Mayus 
M., Moreno Marcos C., Dupraz C., Pilbeam DJ. 2005. Silvoarable 
agriculture in Europe – past, present and future. Agroforestry 
Systems, in press.  Deliverable. 
 

 

1-6 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result No. 2: Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems 
(high Land Equivalent Ratios (LERs)) and understanding of the processes that 
induce positive tree-crop interactions 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

 

Publication of a paper in a 
refereed journal about the LER of 
silvoarable systems based on the 
Leeds experimental site.  
 

 

Data on LER at the Leeds site covers four hybrids of poplar over 
12 growing seasons.  The experiment has the same design as the 
Silsoe site of another partner in the SAFE consortium, Cranfield 
University, so enables a direct comparison with an identical 
experiment elsewhere in the UK.    

 

Deliverable: published paper.  To be prepared and submitted. 
 

 

1-12 

 

Dissemination of information on 
the efficiency of silvoarable 
agroforestry.  
 

 

 

Paper offered for the Farm Woodland Forum meeting in the UK in 
June 2005.  Authors: D J Pilbeam, L D Incoll, C Wright, F H 
Reynolds, F Agostini, P J Burgess, I Seymour, C Dupraz.  
Deliverable: spoken or poster paper.  
 

 

1 

 

Establishment of new 
experiments to explore some 
functional aspects of tree-crop 
mixtures 
 

 

Experiments to assess the impact of conversion to set-aside with 
the end of cropping at the site at Leeds (and Silsoe) gives an 
opportunity to explore productivity in maturing poplar agroforestry 
stands.   Further experiments are planned to investigate tree-crop 
interactions with more widely spaced tree rows.  Applications for 
funding to be prepared.  Success in obtaining funding would be a 
milestone, successful completion of experiments and publication of 
the results would be the deliverable(s). 
 

 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result No. 3: Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry 
that could prompt both research and adoption 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

 

Establish experiments to explore 
aspects of the environmental 
impact of silvoarable agroforestry 

 

 

Set up experiments to investigate the potential of silvoarable 
agroforestry in sequestering carbon.  Applications for funding to be 
prepared.  Success in obtaining funding would be a milestone, 
successful completion of experiments and publication of the results 
would be the deliverable(s). 
 

 

12-36 

 

Model the role of silvoarable 
agroforestry in changing land use 
patterns 
 

 

The high productivity of silvoarable agroforestry (see Result No. 2) 
makes it a suitable system to investigate the costs/benefits of 
having large areas of extensive agricultural production or smaller 
areas of intensive agriculture, with more wilderness. Applications 
for funding to be prepared.  Success in obtaining funding would be 
a milestone, successful completion of modeling and publication of 
the results would be the deliverable.  
 

 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result No. 5: Yield-sAFe: a model for predicting the productivity of tree-crop 
mixtures in the long term 
 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

 

Publication of paper in refereed 
journal. 
 

 

Data from Leeds site used for verification of Yield-sAFe model.  
Publication:  van der Werf W., Keesman K., Burgess P. J., Graves 
A., Pilbeam D. J., Incoll L.D., Metselaar K., Mayus M., Stappers 
R., van Keulen H., Palma J., Dupraz C. 2005. Yield-SAFE: a 
parameter-sparse process-based dynamic model for predicting 
resource capture, growth and production in agroforestry systems. 
Submitted to Ecological Engineering.  Deliverable: published paper 
(if accepted). 
 

 

1-12 

 

Further verification of the Yield-
sAFe model 
 

 

Further investigation to give more data on the section of the model 
dealing with bud number in poplar trees.  Deliverable: data on bud 
numbers in poplar hybrids in relation to the Yield-sAFe model. 
 

1-24 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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2.2 : Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO) ................ ................ 
# of licenses issued (within EU) ................ ................ 
# of licenses issued (outside EU) ................ ................ 
Total value of licenses (in EURO) ................ ................ 
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…) ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs created c ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs safeguarded c ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs lost  ................ ................ 

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs calculation 

# = number of ...  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 2 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

Signature:  Name: David Pilbeam 

 

 

Date: 10 May 2005 
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2.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : CRAN (Cranfield University), UK 

PARTNER’s WEB SITE (if any) : http://www.silsoe.cranfield.ac.uk/ 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Dr Paul Burgess 

Position/Title Lecturer 

Organisation Cranfield University 

Address Institute of Water and Environment, Cranfield University, Silsoe, 
Bedfordshire, UK, MK45 4DT 

Telephone +44 1525 863000 

Fax +44 1525 863344 

E-mail P.Burgess@cranfield.ac.uk  
 

 

No, TITLE (as in section 1.2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

 

2 
Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (High Land Equivalent Ratios) and 

understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop interactions. 

 

3 
Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both research 

and adoption 

 

5 
Yield-SAFE: a model for predicting the productivity of tree-crop mixtures in the long-term 

 

6 
New methodology and models (Plot-sAFe and Farm-sAFe) for evaluating the economics of 

silvoarable systems 

 

10 
Evidence of European farmers open-mindedness to agroforestry 
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Result n°2: Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (High 
Land Equivalent Ratios) and understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-
crop interactions. 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Dissemination of information on 

the efficiency of silvoarable 

agroforestry.  

 

Paper offered for the Farm Woodland Forum meeting in the UK in 

June 2005.  Authors: D J Pilbeam, L D Incoll, C Wright, F H 

Reynolds, F Agostini, P J Burgess, I Seymour, C Dupraz.  

Deliverable: spoken or poster paper.  

 

1 

Dissemination of information on 

the processes and the LER within 

poplar silvoarable agroforestry 

systems 

Interesting research information was collected on the physical 

processes within the silvoarable system at the Silsoe site, and has 

been presented as an MSc by Research thesis.  There are 

opportunities to disseminate this work.  If achieved, the output 

would be the submission of a paper to a refereed journal  

12-18 

Use of existing experimental sites 

to explore some functional 

aspects of tree-crop mixtures 

 

The silvoarable experiment at Silsoe and Leeds is still available for 

future research.  Applications for funding may be prepared.  

Success in obtaining funding would be a milestone, successful 

completion of experiments and publication of the results would be 

the deliverable(s). 

 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses  

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°3: Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that 
could prompt both research and adoption 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Presentation on the use of the 

Yield-SAFE model for 

determining environmental effects 

The Yield-SAFE model provides an excellent platform to assess the 

effect of arable, forestry and agroforestry systems on environmental 

functions such as groundwater recharge and carbon sequestration.   

A presentation on the use of the model will be made at the Farm 

Woodland Forum meeting in Wales, UK on 29 June 2005 

1 

Seeking funding for further 

development and validation of the 

Yield-SAFE model 

The Yield-SAFE model is an excellent tool to determine the effect 

of arable, agroforestry and forestry systems in terms of production, 

profitability and some key environmental functions.  Funds will be 

sought to validate the environmental outputs of the model and to 

make the existing model more user-friendly 

1-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°5: Yield-SAFE: a model for predicting tree-crop mixtures productivity in 
the long-term 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Dissemination of information on 

the use of the Yield-SAFE model. 

 

The following paper on the Yield-SAFE model has already been 

submitted to Ecological Engineering:   Van der Werf W., Keesman 

K., Burgess P. J., Graves A., Pilbeam D. J., Incoll L.D., Metselaar 

K., Mayus M., Stappers R., van Keulen H., Palma J., Dupraz C. 

2005. Yield-SAFE: a parameter-sparse process-based dynamic 

model for predicting resource capture, growth and production in 

agroforestry systems.    If this paper is successful, a follow-up 

paper concerning the use of the model is planned. 

1-24 

Seeking funding for further 

development and validation of the 

Yield-SAFE model 

The Yield-SAFE model is an excellent tool to determine the effect 

of arable, agroforestry and forestry systems in terms of production, 

profitability and some key environmental functions.  Funds will be 

sought to validate the environmental outputs of the model and to 

make the existing model more user-friendly 

1-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses  

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°6: New methodology and models (Farm-SAFE) for evaluating the 
economics of silvoarable systems 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Seeking funding for further 

development of the Plot-SAFE 

and Farm-SAFE models 

The Plot-SAFE and Farm-SAFE models are excellent tools to 

determine the effect of arable, agroforestry and forestry systems in 

terms of profitability and resource use.  Funds will be sought to 

make the existing models more user-friendly.  It is anticipated that 

approximately 70 person-days of input will be necessary for each 

model.  If these applications are successful the output will be a 

user-friendly model 

1-36 

Dissemination of information on 

the use of the models for 

evaluating the economics of 

silvoarable, arable and forestry 

systems. 

The following paper has been submitted to Ecological Engineering: 

Graves, A.R., Burgess, P.J., Palma, J.H.N., Herzog, F., Moreno, G,.  

Bertomeu, M., Dupraz, C., Liagre, F., Koffeman, A, and van den 

Briel, J. (2005).  The development and application of bio-economic 

modelling for silvoarable systems in Europe.  Hopefully the next 

stage is that the paper will be accepted 

1-12 

Dissemination of information 

describing the development and 

use of the Farm-SAFE model 

 

A paper describing the development of the Farm-SAFE model has 

been drafted.  The deliverable will be the submission of this paper 

to a  refereed journal 

 

5-12 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses  

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°9: Evidence of European farmers’ open-mindedness to agroforestry 
Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Dissemination of information on  

the attitudes of farmers to 

agroforestry 

A paper on the attitudes of a sample of farmers in England has been 

drafted.  We will seek to publish this research as it is or in 

combination with the results from other countries.  Deliverable: 

submission of a paper on  the attitudes of European farmers to 

agroforestry to a refereed journal  

1-12 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses  

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    

 

2.2: Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO)  
# of licenses issued (within EU)  
# of licenses issued (outside EU)  
Total value of licenses (in EURO)  
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…)  
# of direct jobs created c  
# of direct jobs safeguarded c 0.5 0
# of direct jobs lost   

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs calculation 

# = number of ... 
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I confirm the information contained in part 2 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

 

Signature:  Name: Paul Burgess 

 

Date: 1st June 2005 
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3.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : C.N.R. (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche), Italy 

PARTNER’s WEB SITE www.cnr.it 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Pierluigi Paris 

Position/Title Researcher 

Organisation CNR-IBAF (Istituto di Biologia Agro-ambientale e Forestale) 

Address Via G. Marconi, 2 –05010 Porano (TR), Italy 

Telephone +39 (0)763 374904/374911 

Fax +39 (0)763 374980 

E-mail P.Paris@ibaf.cnr.it 
 

 

No, TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

 

1 

Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of Europe, and description of the reasons for 
their destruction in the last decades 

 

3 

Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (High Land Equivalent Ratios) and 
understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop interactions. 

 

7 

Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European and at the 
national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 

 

10 

Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 
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RESULT N°1. EVIDENCE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SILVOARABLE SYSTEMS IN THE PAST 
OF EUROPE, AND DESCRIPTION OF THE REASONS FOR THEIR DESTRUCTION IN THE 
LAST DECADES 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

-Publication of a paper on a international 
refereed journal about traditional 
agroforestry systems in western Europe 

 

-CD Rom on traditional agroforestry 
systems in Italy 

  

 
A common paper was submitted to the journal Agroforestry Systems before the end 
of the Project, and this paper is under revision according to referee’s suggestions 
-Deliverable: published paper 
 
A CD Rom on extant silvoarable plots of traditional systems in the Italia territory 
was produced as part of a Thesis of Laurea of a University student (Faculty of 
Agronomy), within the SAFE project. This CD Rom will be installed on the Institute 
WEB Site. 
-Deliverable: CD Rom on website 

6 

 

-Publication of a photo book on 
agroforestry systems  

 

Many photos were collected in the past years, and during the SAFE Project, about 
agroforestry systems in Italy. These photos are important documents of a changing 
rural word that is quickly disappearing.  The photo book wants to be a memory of 
traditional land use systems.  

-Deliverable: photo book 

12 

  36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development X FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy X 

   Other (please specify)    
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RESULT N° 2: EVIDENCE OF THE UNEXPECTED PRODUCTIVITY OF SILVOARABLE SYSTEMS 
(HIGH LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS) AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROCESSES THAT INDUCE 
POSITIVE TREE-CROP INTERACTIONS. 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

 

-Publication of a paper on a international 
refereed journal about research results in 
CNR-IBAF experimental plantations of 
new silvoarable models 

 

CNR-IBAF had managed two experimental silvoarable plantations within the SAFE 
project in central Italy. Our results showed that intercropped trees (Julgans spp) can 
grow well (good timber production) and produce satisfactory environmental benefit 
as soil erosion protection. These results were published on a Thesis of Laurea of an 
university student (Faculty of Forestry). The document, with mid term (one third of 
plantation cycle) results, will be used to submit one publication to an international 
journal. 

-Deliverable: published paper 

 

12 

 

Management of 2.5 ha of experimental 
plantations 

 

CNR-IBAF will continue to manage its silvoarable experimental plantations in the 
Institute farm, recording tree growth and intercrops yields, performing tree thinning, 
and recording meteo data 

 

-Deliverable: tree growth and intercrops yield series in silvoarable experiments. 

 

12-24 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development X FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)  X 
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RESULT N° 7: IDENTIFICATION OF POLICY CONSTRAINTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR POLICY 
IMPROVEMENT BOTH AT THE EUROPEAN AND AT THE NATIONAL LEVELS TO FAVOUR THE 
ADOPTION OF SILVOARABLE AGROFORESTRY 

 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

 

-Brochure (in Italian) about preserving 
scattered tree elements within agricultural 
areas of Italy 

 
Policy constraints of silvoarable systems were identified at national level. The 
brochure will be produced in order to put in evidence how actual regulations are 
promoting tree destruction among agricultural landscapes. The brochure will be 
diffused during a national congress on plantation forestry in Italy. During this 
conference SAFE Project results will be also presented. 
-Deliverable: brochure (in Italian) 

6 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy X 

   Other (please specify)    
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Result n° 10: EVIDENCE OF EUROPEAN FARMERS OPEN MINDEDNESS TO AGROFORESTRY 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

 

-Publication of a paper on the 
Proceedings of the IUFRO) 
(International Union of Forest 
Research Organisations) 7th 
Extension Working Party 
Symposium 

 

-Thesis of Laurea at University 

 

A survey within Italian farmers about their awareness about 
agroforestry issue was conducted during the SAFE project with a 
common protocol. Results were presented in September during the 
IUFRO Symposium. A paper is under preparation for the 
conference Proceedings.  

-Deliverable: published paper 

A Thesis of Laurea, presenting the results of the interviews to 
Italian framers on the agroforestry issue, will be discussed at the 
University of Tuscia-Viterbo, by a student of the Faculty of 
Forestry  

Deliverable: document of Thesis of Laurea 

12 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
 

R&D Further research or development X FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy X 

   Other (please specify)    
 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO)  
# of licenses issued (within EU)  
# of licenses issued (outside EU)  
Total value of licenses (in EURO)  
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…)  
# of direct jobs created c 1 1
# of direct jobs safeguarded c  
# of direct jobs lost   

 

I confirm the information contained in part 3 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

Signature:   Name: Pierluigi Paris 

Date: 1st June 2005 
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2.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : UEX (Universidad de Extremadura), España 

 http://www.unex.es/ 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Gerardo Moreno Marcos 

Position/Title Lecturer 

Organisation UEX 

Address Centro Universitario, Avd Virgen del Puerto, Plasencia 10600, 
SPAIN 

Telephone 34 927 42 70 00 

Fax 34 927 42 52 09 

E-mail gmoreno@unex.es 
 

 

No, TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

1 Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of Europe, and description of the reasons for 
their destruction in the last decades 

2 Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (High Land Equivalent Ratios) 

3 Evidences for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both  research and 
adoption 

7 Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European and at the 
national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 

9 Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries where the concept was not available 
(Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 

10 Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 
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Result n°1: Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of 
Europe, and description of the reasons for their destruction in the last decades  
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

To build-up as data-base of 
European silvoarable systems.  

Abundant statistical information on the recent evolution of tree-
crop mixtures in Spain have been collected, elaborated and 
incorporated to the European data-base.  

Deliverable D2.1. Database of current silvoarable systems in 
Europe 

1-24 

Publication of papers in refereed 
journals about the past, present 
and future of Silvoarable 
agriculture in Europe.  

From the aforementioned statistical information, a paper has been 
prepared with reflections about the future on silvoarable systems in 
Europe.  

Deliverables : published papers 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°2: Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (high 
Land Equivalent Ratios (LERs)) and understanding of the processes that induce 
positive tree-crop interactions. 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Publication of papers in refereed 
journals about the productivity 
(crop an acorn yield) in 
intercropped dehesas 

Experiments by UEX are carried out on mature dehesas, where 
both crop and trees are mutually benefited of the combination with 
crop yield and acorn production frequently higher than in pure 
crop/stands.   

Mature dehesa is a good example of long-term agroforestry 
systems. Such types of systems are very scarce in Europe and 
deserve publication.  

Deliverables : published papers 

24-36 

Diffusion of information on the 
efficiency of silvoarable 
agroforestry to stakeholders 

 

Several participations in workshops and conferences (national, 
regional and local) to discuss the productivity and efficiency of 
silvoarable systems 

 

18-36 

Publication of papers in refereed 
journals about the biophysical 
functioning of dehesas 

Experiments by UEX are carried out on mature dehesas, mainly 
addressed to study the tree-crop interactions and their effects on the 
system productivity and sustainability.   

Such types of systems are very scarce in temperate agroforestry 
systems and deserve publication.  

Deliverables : published papers 

24-36 

Diffusion of information on the 
efficiency of dehesas in terms of 
resources use. 

 

Several participations in congress, workshops and conferences 
(international, national, regional and local) to discuss the 
functioning of dehesas 

 

18-40 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°3: Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry 
that could prompt both research and adoption 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Integrating soil erosion and 
profitability in the assessment of 
silvoarable agroforestry at the 
landscape scale 

In a collaborative work, an evaluation of the importance of 
environmental aspects, as soil erosion protection, has been assessed 
in several landscape of Europe 

Deliverable: published papers. 

 

Set up of new experiments to 
explore some aspects of the 
environmental impact of 
silvoarable agroforestry 

We will study three aspects: C fixation, Nitrate leaching, and the 
use of organic wastes, in the aforementioned new agroforestry 
plantations 

36-40 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°7: Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy 
improvement both at the European and at the national levels to favour the 
adoption of silvoarable agroforestry  
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

To review and summarise the 
Spanish regulations affecting to 
agroforestry system 

To review and summarise the national and regional regulations on 
agriculture, forestry and rural development with actual or potential 
effect on agroforestry system. 

Deliverable 9.3, Annex VI: RDR and forestry in Spain 

 

12-36 

Elaboration of a proposal for an 
adequate consideration of 
agroforestry in the new CAP 

The SAFE project has produced guidelines for policy options in 
Europe that would permit European farmers to take advantage of 
agroforestry. 

Deliverable 9.3: Options for Agroforestry Policy in the European 
Union. 

 

36-40 

Dissemination of the main bottle-
necks and milestones for 
agroforestry in the new CAP 

National conference in Madrid with more than 100 participants 
representing both Agriculture and Environment Ministries, several 
regional governments, companies, research institutes and 
universities, … 

36-40 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°9: Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries 
where the concept was not available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece)  
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Set up of new experiments to 
explore some new tree-crop in 
Spain 

In spite of the positive effect of trees on crops in dehesas, with the 
new CAP, dehesas probably will no be cultivated evermore, 
because they are usually located in poor soils. We are intended to 
set-up new agroforestry experiment with good-quality timber trees 
in both rainfed and irrigated arable lands. 

36-40 

Publication of papers in national 
specialist journal about the 
present situation and new 
perspectives for Agroforestry 
systems in Spain 

 

Deliverable: published papers. 

12-36 

Diffusion of information on the 
environmental aspects of 
silvoarable agroforestry to 
stakeholders 

 

Including participation in conferences and courses, publication of a 
article on environmental benefits of silvoarable agroforestry. 

 

Deliverable: published papers. 

36-40 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership √ 

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°10: Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Survey of farmers' reaction to 
modern silvoarable systems 

To survey of more than 80 Spanish farmers in three contrasted 
regions has shown that Spanish farmers are surprisingly perceptive 
with respect to agroforestry issues, but with a strong subordination 
to the grant regimes. 

Deliverable 2.3, 103 p. 

 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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3.2: Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO)  
# of licenses issued (within EU)  
# of licenses issued (outside EU)  
Total value of licenses (in EURO)  
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…)  
# of direct jobs created c 1 1
# of direct jobs safeguarded c  
# of direct jobs lost   

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you 
foresee to achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs 
calculation 

# = number of ...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 2 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

Signature:  Name:  Gerardo MORENO MARCOS 

Date: 1st June 2005 
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3.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : FAL (Switzerland) 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Felix Herzog 

Position/Title Research group leader / Dr.  

Organisation Agroscope FAL Reckenholz 

Address Reckenholzstrasse 191 

CH-8046 Zürich 
Telephone +41  (0)44 377 74 45 

Fax +41  (0)44 377 72 01 

E-mail felix.herzog@fal.admin.ch 
 

 

 

 

No, TITLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

3 Evidences for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both  research and 
adoption 

8 Identification of target regions in Europe for the development of silvoarable agroforestry 

9 Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries where the concept was not available 
(Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 
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Result n°3 : Evidences for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry 
that could prompt both  research and adoption  
 

 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Further investigate the 
environmental effects of 
agroforestry  

We will try to initiate activities, based on the models developed in 
SAFE, to assess the environmental effects of agroforestry in 
comparison with forestry and agricultural monocropping, in a 
larger range of test regions.  Moreover, th model results need 
validation by experimental evidence. 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development •  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training •  
JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy •  
   Other (please specify)    
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Result n°8 : Identification of target regions in Europe for the development of 
silvoarable agroforestry 
 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Refine the assessment of target 
regions 

In a scaled approach, the methodology developed at the continental 
scale can be applied to smaller regions (countries, departments, 
etc.). 

12-36 

Extend the assessment on other 
tree species 

In addition to the five tree species investigated, areas of potentially 
productive growth can be identified for other tree species, mainly 
coniferous trees. 

12-36 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development •  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy •  
   Other (please specify)    
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Result n°9 : Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries 
where the concept was not available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 
 

Mention the use and dissemination related activities, the main associated partners, the related milestones and give an 
indicative timescale 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 2.2 and 3.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Agroforestry platform in 
Switzerland 

We are currently establishing a platform and a long term research 
strategy for agroforestry in Switzerland, integrating the main 
research and teaching institutions in forestry, landscape and 
agriculture. 

0-12 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development •  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training •  
JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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3.2: Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO)  
# of licenses issued (within EU)  
# of licenses issued (outside EU)  
Total value of licenses (in EURO)  
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…)  
# of direct jobs created c  
# of direct jobs safeguarded c  
# of direct jobs lost   

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you 
foresee to achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs 
calculation 

# = number of ...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 3 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

Signature:   Name:  Felix Herzog 

Date: 1st June 2005 
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2.1 : Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

MANDATORY INFORMATION : 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLRT-2000-00560 

PARTNER’s NAME : Assemblée Permanente des Chambres d’Agriculture 

PARTNER’s WEB SITE (if any) : http://paris.apca.chambagri.fr/apca/default.htm 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Position/Title 

 

Nathalie GALIRI, responsable du service Politiques Territoriales  

Pierre SAVY, chargé de mission du service Politiques Territoriales 

Organisation APCA –  

Address 9 avenue George V 

Telephone 00 33 (0)1 53 57 11 43 

Fax 00 33 (0)1 53 57 10 01 

E-mail nathalie.galiri@apca.chambagri.fr  

pierre.savy@apca.chambagri.fr 

 

 

 

No, TITLE (as in section 1.2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

1 Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of Europe, and description of the reasons for 
their destruction in the last decades 

2 Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems (High Land Equivalent Ratios) and 
understanding of the processes that induce positive tree-crop interactions. 

3 Evidences for environmental advantages of silvoarable agroforestry that could prompt both  research and 
adoption 

7 Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European and at the 
national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 

10 Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 
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RESULT N°1 : Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of 
Europe, and description of the reasons for their destruction in the last decades 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Publication of papers in refereed 
journals about the history of the 
silvoarable systems 

After the national meeting, APCA decided to realize an important 
publication of 28 pages in the national review of the Chambers of 
Agriculture.  This publication will include a synthesis of the 
important work realized for the inventory of traditional and modern 
silvoarable system 

6 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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Result n°2 : Evidence of the unexpected productivity of silvoarable systems 
(High Land Equivalent Ratios) and understanding of the processes that induce 
positive tree-crop interactions. 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Diffusion of information on the 
efficiency of silvoarable 
agroforestry to stakeholders 

 

Deliverable : text book on silvoarable agroforestry for practitioners 
(in cooperation with INRA). Authors : Christian Dupraz, Fabien 
Liagre 

 

18 

Set up of new experiments to 
explore some functional aspects 
of tree-crop mixtures 

 

APCA, in collaboration with a consulting agency (Agroof 
Développement) will support the project of the creation of a new 
Research Development program to enhance the development of the 
silvoarable systems at a national scale. 18 Chambers of Agriculture 
will be associated. Each regional Chamber of Agriculture will set 
up some new experiment with local farmers. These trials will serve 
as demonstration plots for the extension services and to explore 
some new aspects of the tree-crop behaviour. 

The final decision about the project launching belongs to the 
French institution ADAR. 

12-36 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership √ 

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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RESULT N°3 : Evidence for environmental advantages of silvoarable 
agroforestry that could prompt both research and adoption 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Set up of new experiments to 
explore some functional aspects 
of tree-crop mixtures 

 

APCA, in collaboration with a consulting agency (Agroof 
Développement) will support the project of the creation of a new 
Research Development program to enhance the development of the 
silvoarable systems at a national scale. Each regional Chamber of 
Agriculture will set up some new experiment with local farmers. A 
special attention will be given to the study of the agro-
environmental aspects of the silvoarable aspects. 

The final decision about the project launching belongs to the 
French institution ADAR. 

12-36 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  √ FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership √ 

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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RESULT N°7 : Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy 
improvement both at the European and at the national levels to favour the 
adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Suggestions for juridical 
improvement of silvoarable 
systems 

 

APCA is associated to the discussions about the framework law of 
agriculture of 2005 by the Ministry of Agriculture.  APCA will 
propose 2 amendments to the draft document, one about the 
agricultural leases and other about the land and fiscal status 
definition for the silvoarable plots. These 2 points are essential for 
farmers who want to adopt agroforestry systems. 

 

6-24 

Suggestions for clarifying the 
eligibility of the silvoarable plots 
to compensatory payment 

 

In the application of the first pillar payment, APCA will follow the 
compatibility of the CAP regulations with the silvoarable systems. 
In 2005, APCA will support the eligibility of the intercrop area 
according to the coupled payment. In 2006, regarding the CAP 
reform and the decoupling system, APCA will defend the idea that 
a farmer should conserve the whole eligibility to payment rights for 
his silvoarable plots. 

 

1-36 

Support of the article 41 of the 
new European RDR. 

 

 

In France, a national commission is preparing the future Rural 
Development Program for 2007-2013. APCA as partner of this 
Commission has proposed to consider the Agroforestry measure as 
a national priority for the national forestry strategy. 

APCA will propose a reform of the existing law in favour of 
agroforestry with the purpose to simplify his adoption by the 
farmers. 

 

1-24 

 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership √ 

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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RESULT N°10 : Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to 
agroforestry 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 
deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 
(months) 

Information of the farmers 

 

 

In the national review of the Chambers of Agriculture, APCA 
decided to issue the SAFE main results. A special edition of 28 
pages will resume the results from the different workpackages of 
the program. 

 

6 

Technicians training 

 

 

During the 3 years of the SAFE program, a large number of articles 
and local publications have been published. 100 silvoarable 
projects are now in preparation. Face to this development, APCA 
has scheduled a national training for the regional technicians from 
the Chambers of Agriculture.  

Different regional trainings for farmers will be organized. 

 

10 

 

 

 

12-36 

Convention with INRA to 
improve the Research 
Development in Agroforestry 

APCA, after the success of the SAFE program and to respond to 
the farmers demand, decided to support the national research on 
this topic. APCA will sign a first convention with INRA to achieve 
this purpose. 

15 

National meeting With the purpose to support these actions and to inform the 
national partners in Agriculture, Forestry and Environment, APCA 
will organize a national meeting in collaboration with INRA. 

12-18 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 

Please tick appropriate boxes (✔ ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training courses √ 

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy √ 

   Other (please specify) __________________    
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2.2 : Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO) ................ ................ 
# of licenses issued (within EU) ................ ................ 
# of licenses issued (outside EU) ................ ................ 
Total value of licenses (in EURO) ................ ................ 
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…) ........1........ ................ 
# of direct jobs created c ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs safeguarded c ................ ................ 
# of direct jobs lost  ................ ................ 

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you foresee to 
achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs calculation 

# = number of ...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 2 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

Signature:  Name: Nathalie GALIRI 

 

Date: 3 June 2005 
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2.1: Description of the use and the dissemination of result(s), partner per partner 

 

MANDATORY INFORMATION: 

 

 

CONTRACT NUMBER : QLK5-CT-2001-00560 SAFE 

PARTNER’s NAME : AUTH (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki), GREECE 

PARTNER’s WEB SITE (if any) : http://www.auth,gr 

CONTACT PERSON(S): 

Name Vasilios Papanastasis 

Position/Title Professor 

Organisation AUTH 

Address Aristotle University, Faculty of Forestry and Natural Environment, 
Laboratory of Rangeland Ecology, P.O.Box 286, 54124 Thessaloniki, 
Greece

Telephone +30 2310 998933 

Fax +30 2310 992721 

E-mail vpapan@for.auth.gr  
 

 

 

 

No, TITLE (as in section 1.2) AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN RESULT(S)  

 

1 
Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of Europe, and description of the 

reasons for their destruction in the last decades 

 

7 
Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy improvement both at the European 

and at the national levels to favour the adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 

 

9 
Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries where the concept was not 

available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 

 

10 
Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 
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Result n°1: Evidence of the importance of silvoarable systems in the past of 
Europe, and description of the reasons for their destruction in the last decades 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

A complete survey of the extant 

silvoarable systems in the whole 

of Greece  

Deliverable: An analytical data base including detailed information 

for the tree and crop species of the silvoarable systems, their 

structure and productivity 

1-30 

Publication of papers in journals 

and conference proceedings on 

productivity, viability and the 

ecological role of silvoarable 

systems 

The economic and ecological role of silvoarable systems is not 

clear and well known. During the last decades, these systems have 

been reduced due to several reasons including both extensification 

and intensification of agricultural activities 

 

Deliverables: published papers 

6-36 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development  FIN Financial support  

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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Result n°7: Identification of policy constraints and suggestions for policy 
improvement both at the European and at the national levels to favour the 
adoption of silvoarable agroforestry 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Diffusion of information about 

the EU regulations and the CAP 

Publication of the proceedings of the end-user conference entitled 

“Silvoarable Systems in Greece: Technical and Policy 

Considerations” 

1-12 

The establishment of a close 

cooperation with the authorities in 

Athens  

 

The new CAP for the period 2007-2013 includes subsidies for the 

establishment of agroforestry plots. The preparation of an 

appropriate regulation is necessary in order to achieve the best 

results for the farmers and the environment 

6-36 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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Result n°9: Increase of modern agroforestry awareness in 4 European countries 
where the concept was not available (Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Greece) 
 

Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Organization of training courses 

related to agroforestry for both 

technicians and farmers  

New methods and technology will be taught  to technicians and 

farmers in order to encourage them for maintaining existing 

agroforestry plots or establish new ones  

Deliverable: A guidebook for management of the agroforestry plots 

1-24 

Set up of new silvoarable plots in 

other areas of Greece than Askio 

Selection of representative areas in the various agroecological 

zones of Greece for the new plots, more preferably on productive 

sites 

12-36 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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Result n°10: Evidence of European farmers open mindedness to agroforestry 
Activity Brief description of the activity, including main milestones and 

deliverables (and how it relates to data in sections 1.5 and 2.2). 

Timescale 

(months) 

Publication of papers in journals 

and conference proceedings 

related to the farmers interest on 

agroforestry 

The questionnaire applied to the Municipality of Askio, related to 

the opinion of farmers for agroforestry systems, will be expanded 

to include other areas, too  

 

1-24 

Establishment of a national 

network for agroforestry 

It will include the collection of detailed information related to 

management practices of agroforestry systems its diffusion to 

farmers, good cooperation with other relevant European networks, 

conducting of  training courses 

6-36 

 

 

FORESEEN COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER ENTITIES 
Please tick appropriate boxes ( ) corresponding to your most probable follow-up. 
 

R&D Further research or development   FIN Financial support   

LIC Licence agreement   VC Venture capital/spin-off funding   

MAN Manufacturing agreement   PPP Private-public partnership   

MKT Marketing agreement/Franchising   INFO Information exchange, training   

JV Joint venture   CONS Available for consultancy   

   Other (please specify)    
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2.2: Quantified data for each partner’s main result  

 

 

Items 
Currently 
achieved 
quantity a 

Estimated 
future  

quantity b 

Economic impacts (in EURO)  
# of licenses issued (within EU)  
# of licenses issued (outside EU)  
Total value of licenses (in EURO)  
# of entrepreneurial actions (start-up company, joint ventures…)  
# of direct jobs created c 1 2
# of direct jobs safeguarded c  
# of direct jobs lost   

a The added value or the number of items already achieved to date. 
b Estimated quantity = estimation of the quantity of the corresponding item or the number of items that you 
foresee to achieve in the future (i.e.  expectations within the next 3 years following the end of the project). 
c “Direct jobs” means jobs within the partner involved. Research posts are to be excluded from the jobs 
calculation 

# = number of ...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I confirm the information contained in part 2 of this Technological Implementation Plan and I certify that 
these are our exploitation intentions 

 

 

Signature:   Name:   

 

Date: 1st June 2005 
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Part 4 Comment on European Interest 
 

 

 

All projects are expected to meet European interests. This section should provide an appraisal of your 
project in terms of European added value and support to the implementation of European Union policies. 
1. Community added value and contribution to EU policies 

1.1 European dimension of the problem  
Agroforestry systems are part of the history of the European Union rural landscapes. During the 20th Century, trees 
were progressively removed from the cultivated land of Europe as a result of mechanization and intensification, but 
also as a consequence of land consolidation schemes to increase the size of agricultural parcels. Many tree hedges and 
isolated trees were removed during these consolidation schemes. The removal of trees from cultivated and grazed areas 
has been very marked in all European countries. During the last 30 years, two opposing trends have been apparent.  On 
the one hand, the role of trees has been progressively recognised, and schemes favouring the preservation of trees on 
farms have been implemented (plantations on agricultural land, plantation of new tree hedges, protection of isolated 
trees). On the other hand, the main CAP crop and animal support regulations have clearly ignored the existence of trees 
outside the forest.  Payments were only available for treeless plots, or exaggerated estimates of the areas covered by 
trees were subtracted from grant-eligible cereal and forage areas. This had the very unfortunate (and probably 
unforeseen) consequence of widespread removal of trees from cultivated or grazing land to maximise levels of subsidy. 
There is today a risk that in the new member States from Eastern Europe, the same process is repeated.  Reports already 
indicate that farmers are removing trees in many countries to get the full CAP Single Payment Scheme (SPS) payments. 

In the meantime, modern and novel agroforestry systems have been designed, but are not very attractive to European 
farmers because of current policy restrictions.  The advantage of these novel systems is that they were designed to be 
fully compatible with present day cultivation techniques and mechanization. They allow modern farming systems to 
take advantage of the benefits of rural trees. 

Incorporating modern agroforestry as a new land use is therefore a relevant proposal for most of the 25 European 
Union countries forest grazing will be more important than silvoarable systems in Nordic countries. More than 90 
millions hectares of cropland in Europe are suitable for silvoarable agroforestry. This could contribute to the 
achievement of a sustainable agriculture and forestry which is a key EU policy. 

At the farm level, agroforestry systems would bring a security to farmers through the diversification of their income. 
Valuable trees on a farm are assets that may be used during difficult times. This was also a reason for the destruction of 
many valuable rural trees in Europe : providing income during difficult times. With the probable diminution of 
subsidies to European farmers in the long term, silvoarable systems may play a significant role in stabilizing farm 
incomes.  

1.2 Contribution to developing S&T co-operation at international level. European added value 
(Development of critical mass in human and financial terms; combination of complementary expertise and resources available 
Europe-wide) 

not relevant 

1.3 Contribution to policy design or implementation  
The SAFE project made suggestions for policy implementation that cover a large number of European policies. The 
most important are highlighted in the SAFE Deliverable entitled “Options for Agroforestry policy in the European 
Union” 

The European Forestry Strategy could be adapted 

The 1998 Forest Strategy (COM(1998) 649, 03/11/1998) mentioned  agroforestry in several places. However a recent 
consultation on the first 5-years of implementation of the Strategy concluded, inter-alia, that ‘agroforestry and 
silvopastoralism were seen as two potentially sustainable forms of land management and as land use forms that could 
be better used for rural development in the future, but that not enough emphasis had so far been given to raising the 
awareness of policy-makers, natural resource professionals and farmers, as regards the potential of agroforestry and 
silvopastoralism’ 
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This comment seems justified by the fact that there is not a single mention of agroforestry in the 85 page commission 
staff paper reporting on implementation of the Forestry Strategy during the past 5 years, and we are unaware of many 
mentions of agroforestry in the Forest Strategies or Rural Development Plans of member states.  Agroforestry plays a 
major role in several European landscapes and was much more important in the past.  The forthcoming EU Action Plan 
for Sustainable Forest Management should recognise this. It should give due emphasis to the need to massively 
increase the presence of scattered trees in farmed landscapes (agroforestry), and should not only focus on the 
sustainable management of ‘forestry’. 

The new Rural Development Regulation should consider agroforestry 

A draft Rural Development Regulation (2007-2013) was published in July 2004. It reflects results of internal reviews of 
the implementation of the current RDR. It will replace the current Rural Development Regulation (1257/99), which is a 
single legal instrument to ensure coherence between rural development and the prices and market policy of the common 
agricultural policy (CAP). Article 41 of the draft RDR (COM(2004)490) contains for the first time a mechanism to 
support the establishment of agroforestry.  This is extremely welcome and should be supported by national 
governments.  

First pillar CAP regulation should be updated to consider agroforestry 

The first pillar regulations should be improved to take into account agroforestry in the future. A short list follows, but is 
not exhaustive. Most regulations on the CAP first Pillar deserve to mention agroforestry systems. 

1. Horizontal rules regulations 

Regulations 1782/2003 and1783/2003 (horizontal rules) should be upgraded to take into account agroforestry systems 
(single farm payment, set-aside, modulation). The problem for traditional and modern agroforestry systems is that 
regulation 1782/2003 states that ‘woods’ (Article 43) and ‘forests’ (Article 44) shall be excluded from SPS eligibility. 
Regulation 1782/03 also defines 4 issues and 10 standards related to minimum levels of Good Agricultural and 
Environmental Condition (GAECs) which must be maintained by the farmer to qualify for the SPS.  It should be stated 
that agroforestry does comply with the GAECs. Regulation 1783/2003 should define how the SPS scheme applies to 
agroforestry systems. Regulation 1782/2003 defines ‘woodland’ and ‘forest’. This definition should be clarified to 
ensure that scattered trees and hedges (‘agroforestry’) are distinguished, and to ensure that Pillar 1 and Pillar II 
payments are harmonised to protect and enhance these valuable farm landscapes. 

2. Application rules regulations (795/2004 et 796/2004) 

These regulations should provide practical guidelines for defining eligible areas of agroforestry plots to European 
payments.  

• Articles 2 of both 795/2004 and 796/2004 could include a definition of an agroforestry plot and define the area that 
is eligible to the payments. This would modify the current Agri-2254-2003 document. 

• Article 30 of the 796/2004 could be modified in the following way : scattered trees could be considered as part of 
the agricultural system, and their area should no longer be subtracted from the plot area to define the eligible area to the 
SPS. This would save a lot of time and money for field control, and would save a lot of … trees (check the SAFE D.9.3 
deliverable for more details). 

3. Other regulations 

Regulation 2237/03 Chapter 5 sets levels and conditions for subsidies to nut plantations.  It should be clarified 
regarding the eligibility of intercrops in nut orchards to the SPS payment. The farmer should decide if he applies for the 
SPS OR for the nut scheme, not both. 

Article 5 of Regulation 2419/01 which indicates that: 'a parcel that both contains trees and is used for crop production 
(covered by Article 1 of Regulation 3508/92) shall be considered an agricultural parcel provided that the production 
envisaged can be carried out in a similar way as on parcels without trees in the same area’ is perfectly suited for 
agroforestry, and should be introduced in any further regulation about crop support in the CAP. This was done in 
regulation 796/04 (Article 8 replacing Article 5 of Regulation 2419/01) : ‘A parcel that contains trees shall be 
considered an agricultural parcel for the purposes of the area-related aid schemes provided that agricultural activities 
referred to in Article 51 of Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 or, where applicable, the production envisaged can be 
carried out in a similar way as on parcels without trees in the same area.’ This Article justifies eligibility of 
agroforestry systems for the Single Payment Scheme, and also guarantees that such areas should be considered 
as agriculture for fiscal and cadastral purposes.  

Guidance Document AGRI-2254-2003,  recommends that the threshold of 'woodland' is > 50 stems per ha, but does 
allow countries to define exceptions in the case of ‘mixed-cropping’.  However mixed cropping is a confusing term in 
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this context, as it is normally used for herbaceous mixtures – much better is the term ‘agroforestry’ – and this term is 
used in Article 44 of the draft Rural Development Regulation (2007-2013). 

Finally, some current European directives (such as the Natura2000, Bird or Nitrate directives) could be updated 
and mention the key role that agroforestry systems may play for achieving their goals. 

Defining control rules fair-play with agroforestry systems 

The rules of the IACS (Integrated Administration and Control System) or the more recent LPIS (Land Parcel 
Identification System) should be improved to remove the incentive for farmers to destroy rural trees.   This work is 
supervised by the JRC-ISPRA MARS Unit, and SAFE participants are happy to work with this Unit to suggest options  
which minimize the overhead involved in remote sensing and spot-checks of farms containing isolated trees and 
hedges.  

The Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe (INSPIRE) aims to establish an infrastructure for spatial 
information in Europe, and will help make spatial or geographical information more accessible and interoperable for a 
wide range of purposes supporting sustainable development.  Support for INSPIRE is mandatory for member states, 
and will be fully implemented by 2013. Specific rules for monitoring agroforestry systems should be included in the 
INSPIRE approach. 

2. Contribution to Community social objectives 

2.1 Improving the quality of life in the Community : 
Quality of life and the state of the environment are closely linked; the contribution of a pleasant, attractive, clean and 
safe environment is vital to a good quality of life. Society depends for its well being on the preservation of a viable 
natural environment. The SAFE project demonstrated or suggested that agroforestry can contribute to improving the 
quality of life in the European Union in many aspects : 

• By improving the quality of rural landscapes, especially in monotonous intensive open-fields systems 

• By protecting the environment, enhancing biodiversity in cultivated landscapes, improving the quality of 
waters, protecting European soils, reducing the need for the use of pesticides 

• By producing food and timber in a productive, sustainable and environmental-friendly way 

• By sequestering additional carbon (compared to agricultural systems) and helping to meet the Kyoto 
commitments 

• By reducing the need to import high quality tropical wood, agroforestry will also contribute to protect 
tropical forests. 

The main result of the SAFE project is that all these benefits can be self-financed by the high productivity of 
silvoarable systems. This is a key aspect : subsidies for the establishment of silvoarable systems will be useful, but later 
silvoarable systems will no longer require high levels of subsidies to be maintained. 

This efficiency of public money investment in agroforestry is therefore contributing to the quality of life in the EU. 

2.2 Provision of appropriate incentives for monitoring and creating jobs in the Community 
(including use and development of skills) : 

Producing a significant amount of high quality timber in new European agroforestry plots will boost the wood chain 
that is presently processing mainly tropical timbers. If 2 million hectares of agroforestry are established within the next 
3 decades in Europe, more than 50 000 jobs could be created in different activities : e.g. nurseries, management of tree 
stands, tree harvesting, wood processing. Producing a significant amount of high quality timber in new European 
agroforestry plots will boost the part of the European wood chain that is presently processing mainly tropical timbers, 
and that may lose most of its activity during the next decades. 
Managing agroforestry plots requires more labour than pure crop systems, and this will increase job opportunities on 
farms in rural landscapes.  Pilot projects have already demonstrated the opportunity of agroforestry to providing 
additional work at periods of the year when agricultural tasks are limited. 

2.3 Supporting sustainable development, preserving and/or enhancing the environment 
(including use/conservation of resources) : 

Silvoarable systems preserve the environment by various mechanisms : 

• By improving or maintaining soil fertility of agricultural soils (organic matter increase by tree-roots turn 
over, limitation of unwanted vegetation encroachment) 
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• By enhancing biodiversity in cultivated landscapes (trees and the tree zone host an extremely large variety 
of species, including birds, bats, insects, earthworms, etc..) 

• By improving the quality of waters (trees help water infiltration, capture leached nitrates, block sprays of 
pesticides…) 

• By protecting European soils (erosion control especially on cultivated slopes) 

• By reducing the need for the use of pesticides (trees induce a biodiversity that help controlling pests by 
natural enemies) 

• By producing food and timber in a productive, sustainable and environmental-friendly way, and reducing 
the need for afforestation of good quality agricultural land. 

 


